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The newest installment of the Star Wars saga, The Last Jedi, was released last month. Despite critical success,
the film has been met with a polarized audience reaction online. Although likely not the primary reason for
polarization, some of the negative reaction can be attributed to the perceived progressive, feminist political
message of the main characters1: The primary protagonist, Rey, is woman; the two most prominent White
men, Kylo Ren and General Hux, are villains. Behind the scenes, women have powerful roles in the franchise,
as president of Lucasfilm (Kathleen Kennedy) and as the head of the writers group (Kiri Hart); the New
York Times recently ran a story about these women who “run the Star Wars universe”2.

Two years ago, we noticed a similar reaction to The Force Awakens and thought that some negative reactions
to Rey as a character were partially motivated by sexism. Rey begins the movie as an orphaned scavenger,
making her way on an isolated desert planet by finding pieces of downed spaceships and selling them for
dehydrated food. After coming across a droid carrying part of a map to the legendary Luke Skywalker—hero
of the original trilogy—she is swept up into the battle between the light and dark side of the Force (an energy
field that connects all living things in the Star Wars Universe).

As any hero in an epic saga, Rey is remarkably powerful. She quickly learns how to use the Force; not only
does she successfully resist Kylo Ren—the film’s primary villain who is trained in the Force—when he tries
to read her mind, she counters the attempt and looks into his mind. Rey defeats Kylo Ren in hand-to-hand
combat using the Jedi’s trademark weapon, the lightsaber, despite never having wielded one before.

Some critics have called Rey’s competence and mastery of the Force into question, doubting that an untrained
and seemingly ordinary person could possess such powers. Others have suggested, however, that these
criticisms reflect a sexist response to seeing a strong leading woman in a Hollywood blockbuster3. Are
perceptions of Rey’s competence in the Force driven completely by genuine concerns about the film’s plot, or
can they also be traced to sexist attitudes?

Women have been underrepresented in film throughout the history of American cinema, both on-4 and
o�-screen5. When women do appear in a films their characters tend to adhere to common stereotypes (e.g.,
weak, subordinate) and archetypes (e.g., “damsel in distress”)6. Casting the main protagonist of The Force
Awakens as a female was, in part, to subvert these stereotypical representations of women in film7. Rey is
thus a symbolic denial of the traditional roles and stereotypes of women in film and society; we predicted
that certain sexists would dislike this denial.

Sexism isn’t characterized only by antipathy and prejudice against women8. Ambivalent sexism9 is a model
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of sexism that appreciates this nuance by including two dimensions of sexism: hostile and benevolent sexism.
Hostile sexism includes negative feelings toward women and beliefs that gender relations are adversarial and
competitive (e.g., believing feminists are trying to control men). Benevolent sexism includes positive feelings
toward women that exist alongside beliefs that reflect traditional gender stereotypes. Benevolent sexists view
women as weak and pure, and they feel women should be protected and adored.

Hostile sexism predicts negative stereotypes about women, while benevolent sexism predicts positive stereotypes
about women10. Hostile sexism predicts negative evaluations of nontraditional women (e.g., businesswomen,
feminists), while benevolent sexism predicts positive evaluations of traditional women (e.g., homemakers),
and these nontraditional women are perceived as competent, but not warm11.

How will benevolent and hostile sexism influence attitudes about Rey? She is the lead protagonist of The
Force Awakens, is both physically and mentally competent with the Force, and does not adhere to the
traditional gender stereotypes; thus, we predicted that it would be hostile—but not benevolent—sexism that
would predict unfavorable attitudes towards Rey.

Our Study

At the beginning of 2016, we gave a survey to 322 people on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk who had seen Star
Wars: The Force Awakens. We asked these participants about how realistic they thought Rey was, given
what they know about the Star Wars Universe (e.g., “Rey is unrealistically good at everything: She can fix
machines, pilot a ship well, learns the Force quickly, and is naturally good with a lightsaber”). Participants
also filled out a scale that measured hostile (e.g., “Many women are actually seeking special favors, such
as hiring policies that favor them over men, under the guise of asking for ‘equality’ ”) and benevolent (e.g.,
“Women should be cherished and protected by men”) sexism. Lastly, they told us how much of a fan they
were of Star Wars, how much they identify as conservative, and their gender (coded as male or not male),
race (coded as White or not White), and age.
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After taking into account everything else we measured (e.g., conservatism, gender, etc.), hostile sexism—but
not benevolent sexism—predicted beliefs that Rey was unrealistic: The more hostile sexist attitudes someone
had, the more unrealistic they thought Rey was. Interestingly, gender did not matter much. After taking
into account the role of sexist attitudes, men and women did not di�er in their attitudes toward Rey.
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The release of The Force Awakens (much like the recent The Last Jedi) was a massive cultural event, and the
movie was a hit with audiences and critics. Yet the main character, a woman named Rey, was criticized as
being unrealistic due to her extremely high level of competence—a trait that many heroes in fantasy, action,
science fiction, and superhero films share.

We empirically tested the contention that this incredulity around Rey was, at least in part, sexist. This
supports Daisy Ridley—who plays Rey—saying that some of the criticism of her character is sexist12. When
compared to other social, political, and demographic variables we measured, including the extent to which
participants’ called themselves Star Wars fans, hostile sexism was the strongest predictor of believing that
Rey’s competencies made her “unrealistic.”

These data show how sexism can shape discourse surrounding large cultural events in a way that can mask
prejudice. Because explicitly prejudiced statements are socially unacceptable in contemporary North American
culture, negative feelings toward disliked groups must be expressed in rearticulated, coded forms.

The conversation about Rey may seem as a superficial, pop-cultural bickering among fans of the Star Wars
franchise, but these data support the idea that it is fueled in part by sexism. In a society that doesn’t tolerate
outright bigotry, it is crucial that we also examine the sexist undercurrents in ostensibly gender-neutral
conversations.
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“Force is Too Strong,” Analysis Details
Sample

The sample was 62% male, 78% White, and ages ranged from 19 to 73 (M = 33.22).

Items

Attitudes Toward Rey

• Rey learned to use the Force too quickly.

• Rey’s strength in the Force at the end of the movie was not realistic or believable, given what I know

about the Star Wars Universe.

• Rey figuring out how to use the Force on her own does not make any sense, because other Jedi had to

have training.

• At the end of the movie, it was unrealistic that Anakin and Luke Skywalker’s old lightsaber went to

Rey instead of Kylo Ren, who had training under a powerful Sith.

• Rey is unrealistically good at everything: She can fix machines, pilot a ship well, learns the Force

quickly, and is naturally good with a lightsaber.

Benevolent Sexism

• Every man ought to have a woman whom he adores.

• Women should be cherished and protected by men.

• Many women have a quality of purty that few men possess.

• Women, compared to men, tend to have a superior moral sensibility.

• Men should be willing to sacrifice their own well being in order to provide financially for the women in

their lives.

Hostile Sexism

• Many women are actually seeking special favors, such as hiring policies that favor them over men, under

the guise of asking for “equality.”

• Most women interpret innocent remarks or acts as being sexist.

• Women exaggerate problems they have at work.

• When women lose to men in a fair competition, they typically complain about being discriminated

against.

• Feminists are making unreasonable demands of men.

Other

• How much do you consider yourself a Star Wars fan? (1, Not at all to 5, Very much)

• How would you describe your political outlook? (0, Liberal to 100, Conservative)
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Regression Table

Attitudes toward Rey, Benevolent sexism, hostile sexism, fandom, and conservatism were z-scored before

analyses. Gender was coded male (1) or not male (0), race was coded White (1) or non-White (0), and age

was measured in years. Attitudes toward Rey was regressed on all of the other variables in a Bayesian linear

regression model (using Stan). Priors for all of the regression coe�cients (including the intercept) were set to

Normal(0, 1), while the prior for the error was set to Cauchy(0, 5), constraining it to be non-negative (i.e.,

half-Cauchy). Sampling was done with 4 chains, 2000 iterations, 1000 being burn-in iterations.

The regression table is below, based o� of drawing samples from the posterior. “Mean” is the average of the

posterior for each regression coe�cient, 2.5% and 97.5% were percentiles of the posterior that represent the

lower- and upper-bounds for 95% credible intervals, and the last column is the probability that the absolute

value of the mean of the posterior for each regression coe�cient is greater than zero.

Mean 2.5% 97.5% p(|Mb| > 0)

(Intercept) 0.117 -0.323 0.547 0.700

Benevolent Sexism 0.089 -0.025 0.200 0.933

Hostile Sexism 0.260 0.136 0.382 > 0.999

Fandom -0.034 -0.138 0.071 0.734

Male 0.096 -0.122 0.324 0.796

White -0.059 -0.309 0.192 0.682

Age -0.004 -0.015 0.008 0.763

Conservatism 0.154 0.037 0.275 0.993
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